Limitations of flow detection by color Doppler: in vitro comparison to conventional Doppler.
There is little awareness of the limitations of flow detection with the commercially available color Doppler flow mapping system. The influence of flow velocity, ultrasound attenuation, and penetration depth on flow detection in color Doppler (Toshiba SSH 65A) were therefore studied in vitro and compared with conventional Doppler. The flow model had physiological flow volumes and laminar flow with parabolic velocity profile in a horizontal tube of Lucite with less than 3 degrees of coincidence. Conventional Doppler flow velocity measurements correlated highly with laser Doppler anemometry results (r = 0.99, SEE = 3 cm/sec). Signal strength of color Doppler and pulsed Doppler was semi-quantitatively graded using a scale from 0 to 5. Scale 1 (sparse signals) was useless for any assessment in color Doppler but just allowed velocity measurement in pulsed Doppler. Using 19-dB attenuation, flow velocities greater than 100 cm/sec had good scores with moderate gain, 60-100 cm/sec needed increasing gain, and velocities less than 40 cm/sec were not detectable with color Doppler but readily so with pulsed Doppler. With increasing attenuation (1-29 dB) and also with increasing penetration depth, flow detection was reduced significantly (P less than 0.001) more in color Doppler than in the pulsed technique (P less than 0.01). In conclusion, low flow velocities, high attenuation, and greater than 8 cm penetration depth may hamper flow detection in color Doppler and, thus, diagnostic accuracy. Conventional Doppler with its superior accuracy and sensitivity should therefore consolidate diagnostic ultrasound assessment.